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Research and Material Process
The first step of the research process was to find the right 
pattern that was both accurate to the time period and that I 
could complete in the allotted time frame. After finding this 
pattern, I then had to find a fabric that correlated with the 19th 
century style.  After determining the fabric that I would like to 
use, I had to find the materials that would decorate the 
Regency headwear and accent the elegance of the hat. Once 
that process was complete, I began to do a mock up of the 
Regency headwear.
Mock Up Process
The first thing I had to do was get muslin fabric to begin my 
mock up.  I then had to press the fabric with an industrial iron 
to get the wrinkles out.  I cut out the circle with fabric scissors, 
then proceeded to use a serger to secure the ends of my 
fabric.  After serging, I used an industrial Juuki sewing machine 
to sew a gathering stitch into my fabric.  Once I was finished 
sewing I began to gather my fabric until the headwear was to 
the correct size.  I then created a base for the cap with ribbon 
and sewed it on using the machine.
The Final Process
For the final process, I started by cutting out the pattern in the 
actual fabric and then serged the edges.  I stitched a gathering 
stitch using the machine and gathered the fabric.  I sewed the 
base ribbon onto the headwear.  I then sewed a pink ribbon to 
braid in with pseudo pearls and small elegant rope. After 
braiding the materials together, I hand-stitched the braid onto 
the Regency headwear. Then I added on the feathers by 
hand-stitching the base onto the cap. Once the feathers were 
added, I created a broach using hot glue which I then sewed 
on.
The Final Product
The end product turned out better than what I planned it to 
be.  I was able to learn and reflect throughout the process of 
creating this 19th century Regency headwear.  I learned that 
styles and techniques from past centuries continue to thrive in 
the present.  I was able to reflect on my skills as a stitcher and 
costumer throughout this journey by seeing that I still have 
room to grow in my skills and techniques. The 19th century 
Regency headwear has helped me gain experience in 
something that I have a passion for. 
